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PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT
REPORT

CLIENT

PREPARED FOR: The City of Rochester
30 Church Street
Rochester, New York 14614

CLIENT CONTACT: Ms. Judy Fan-ell
(716) 428-6011

THIS REPORT HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR EXCLUSIVE USE BY THE CITY OF ROCHESTER, ITS AGENTS AND DESIGNEES
FOR USE ON ITS BEHALF. THE FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS HEREIN MAY BE RELIED UPON ONLY BY THEM.
USE OF OR RELIANCE UPON THIS REPORT, ITS FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS, BY ANY OTHER PERSONS OR
FIRM IS PROHIBITED WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF DAY ENVIRONMENTAL, INC.

PROPERTY INFORMATION

ADDRESS:

MUNICIPALITY:

C O U NTY/STATE:

TAX ACCOUNT #:

PARCEL SIZE:

IMPROVEMENTS:

CURRENT USE:

CURRENT OWNER:

PAST USE:

SITE CONTACT:

SITE LOCATION MAP:

180 & 182 Exchange Street

City of Rochester

Monroe County, New York

121.39-1-4 (180 Exchange Street) and
121.39-1-3 (182 Exchange Street)

Approximately 1.67 acres

Approximate 6,720-square foot, one-story quonset
hut. Steel construction.
Date of construction: 1950’s

Land is used as a parking lot; quonset is used for
storage of materials primarily for Monroe County
Jail.

County of Monroe ¯

Monroe County Jail (at least 1875 to early 1970s);-
Monroe County Garage (early 1900s to early
1970s); Mill Race (at least 1875 to at least 1930)

Mr. Tom Davies
(716) 428-5936

Attached in Appendix A

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERNS: (X) Environmental Concern(s) Identified

FURTHER
INVESTIGATION(S):

( ) Environmental Concern(s) Not Identified

(X) Further Investigation(s) Recommended

( ) Further Investigation(s) Not Recommended
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- Privileged and Confidential -

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS OF PROPERTY:

Based on the investigations performed, further inquiry is needed to appropriately assess the
environmental status of the assessed property. Listed below are the envii-onmental
concerns and recommended actions that have been identified:

Underground Storaqe Tanks (USTs): Information obtained from the City of Rochester
Building Department and Fire Department indicates that as many as 11 tanks were
installed on the 180 Exchange Street portion of the assessed property; however, some of
these listings may be renewals of existing tanks, not installations of new tanks, as noted
below (refer to Section 2.3 and Appendix B):

Record Date Size of Tank/Product Note

1. 3/1/38 550 gallons/gasoline Appears to be a new tank.
...2. 3/1/39 550 gallons May be a renewal of the tank record

dated 3/1/38.
3. 3/1/47 500 gallons May be a new tank, or may be a

renewal of the tank record dated

4. 3/15/49 500 gallons

5. 3/1/56 500 gallons

6. 3/1/56 2,000 gallons
7. 10/1/56 2,000 gallons

8. 3/1/59 1,000 gallons

9. 3/1/59 2,000 gallons

10. 12/8/59

11.3/28/89

1,000 gallons

3,000 gallons/gasoline

3/1/38 with a different size listed.
May be a new tank, or may be
renewal of the tank record dated
3/1/38 with a different size listed.
May be a new tank, or may be
renewal of the tank record dated
3/1/38 with a different size listed.
Appears to be a new tank.
May be a new tank; or may be the
same tank as shown on the tank
record dated 3/1/56.
Appears to be a new tank, although it
could be a renewal of the tank record
dated 3/1/56, with a different size
listed.
May be a new tank, or may be
renewal of the tank record dated
3/1/56.
May be the same tank as listed in
record dated 3/1/59. Note, a notation
on the permit for this tank indicates
that this tank replaces a 500-gallon
tank which was damaged.
Permit to fill tank with K-crete. Note,

no permit for the installation of a
3,000-gallon tank was provided.
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- Privileged and Confidential -

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY (Cont.)

It could not be confirmed whether these storage tanks were aboveground or underground.
If these tanks were underground, it also could not be determined if the tanks have been
removed.

Note, it was also reported that a possible 1,000-gallon underground storage tank located
on the northeastern portion of the assessed property was filled with K-crete in about 1985;
however, it was also reported that this tank may have been the 3,000-gallon tank that was
filled in 1989 (see Tank #11 above) (refer to Section 4.1).

Recommendations: It is recommended that available Sanborn Maps be obtained
through a database service (i.e., ERIIS) in an attempt to determine the locations of the
former tanks on the assessed property. In addition, it is recommended that a cursory
subsurface investigation be conducted to determine whether underground tanks are
currently located on the assessed property, and to evaluate the potential existence of
contamination resulting from the current or past presence of tanks. If tanks exist, it is
recommended that any contents of the tanks be removed and disposed of properly, and
that the tank systems be closed in accordance with applicable regulatior~s. Any closure
efforts should be documented so that future inquiries regarding the tank closures can be
satisfied. Also, if evidence of contamination is discovered, it should be reported to
NYSDEC. The NYSDEC will provide guidance regarding the need for additional
investigation andlor remediation.

=
Fill Material: Information obtained as part of this Phase I ESA indicates that part of Mill
Race (i.e., a below grade conduit for flowing water) formerly occupied a portion of the
assessed property (i.e., starting at about the southeast comer of the assessed property
heading slightly west and then northerly) (refer to Sections 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5 and Site
Sketch in Appendix A). It was not determined as part of this assessment what materials
were used to fill in the area of the former Mill Race.

Recommendations: It is recommended that a subsurface investigation be performed in
the area of the former Mill Race to identify the composition and extent of the fill materials.

o Historical Use of the Assessed Property: Information obtained as part of this
assessment indicates that a building formedy located on the west side of the assessed
property was used as the Monroe County Garage (refer to Sections 1,4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.3, and
4.1). In addition, the quonset hut currently located on the assessed property was formerly
used as the Monroe County Sheriff’s Garage (refer to Sections 1.5 and 4.1). The exact
operations conducted in these garages were not determined as part of this assessment.

Recommendations: It is recommended that subsurface investigations be performed in
the areas of the former garage and the quonset hut to determine whether former
operations conducted in conjunction with these garages have had an environmental
impact on the assessed property.

Sediment TrapslFIoor Drains: Three sediment traps/floor drains were observed inside
the quonset hut on the assessed property (refer to Section 3.4.2). The cover was
removed from one of these sediment traps/floor drains, but the covers on the other two
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- Privileged and Confidential -

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY (Cont.)

traps could not be removed during the site visit. The trap that was uncovered was
observed to be filled to near the top with sediments, and the top of a drain pipe was
visible. No odors were detected emanating from this sediment trap/floor drain; however,
the sediments were only disturbed slightly at the time that the cover was removed. The
sediment trap/floor drain appeared to be constructed of pre-fabricated concrete;
however, it could not be determined whether the sediment trap/floor drain has a solid
bottom. In addition, the integrity of these sediment traps/floor drains could not be
determined during the site visit. The drain pipe in the sediment trap/floor drain that was
opened appeared to trend northwest away from the sediment traplfioor drain. It was
reported that these sediment traps/floor drains are connected to the public sewer
system, and have been connected since the building was constructed (refer to Section
4.1).

Recommendations: It is recommended that the sediments in the sediment traps/floor
drains be removed, characterized (i.e., sampled and analyzed), and disposed of in

__.accordance with applicable regulations. It is also recommended that these systems be
visually observed at the time they are cleaned out to evaluate their integrity. Also, if
documentation cannot be furnished that confirms that the sediment traps/floor drains are
connected to the sanitary sewer, they should be dye-tested to determine their discharge
location. If the dye test confirms that the sediment traps/floor drains are connected to the
sanitary sewer, and the systems appear to be in good condition, no further investigation is
needed. If connection to the sanitary sewer cannot be confirmed, or if the integrity of the
system is suspect, further investigation is recommended to determine the sediment
traps/floor drains’ discharge point and the presence or absence of contamination.

5. Suspect Asbestos-Containinq Material (SACM): SACM that was observed to be in
damaged and/or fdable condition is identified as follows (refer to Section 3.5):

Approximately 250 linear feet of aircell pipewrap, and associated mudpack joints were
observed on inactive steam heat piping in the quonset hut. Approximately 20% of this
pipewrap was in damaged and/or fdable condition. The mudpacks were generally in
good condition; however, the mudpacks were exposed.

Recommendations: It is recommended that the damaged and/or friable SACM be
sampled and analyzed for asbestos. If found to contain asbestos, this damaged and/or
friable ACM should be removed by a licensed and accredited asbestos-abatement
contractor in accordance with current applicable state and federal regulations.

No other environmental concerns have been identified.

Notes:

1. An abstract of title was not provided to assist in determining prior property ownership
and uses. Investigation of property history, and requesting environmental agency
information concerning prior owners, are important elements of a Phase I Environmental
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- Privileged and Confidential -

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY (Cont.)

Site Assessment (Phase I ESA). The conclusions in this report are subject to any state
of facts which review of an abstract of title might show, directly or indirectly.

2. Active Spill #9706970 is located at the Public Safety Building, a City of Rochester-owned
property which adjoins the assessed property to the west across Exchange Street. This
spill involved gasoline contamination which was apparently the result of a leaking union
associated with a City of Rochester-owned underground gasoline storage tank vent line
(refer to Section 2.6). It appears possible that this spill is hydraulically upgradient from
the assessed property, and has the potential to impact the assessed property; however,
information was not obtained as part of this assessment that directly indicates that this
spill has migrated onto the assessed property. This spill is currently being evaluated
under the guidance of the NYSDEC, and it appears that the situation is being handled by
The City of Rochester Department of Environmental Services. If the assessed property
is or becomes impacted by this spill, The City of Rochester would probably be required
to perform any cleanup at the assessed property under the guidance of the NYSDEC.

...Thus, investigation on the assessed property regarding this active spill incident does not
appear warranted at this time.

o

=

The storage/use of materials in the quonset hut on the assessed property prohibited a
complete view of the floor area. Thus, this assessment is subject to any state of facts that
complete observation of the floor would have revealed.

Heavy vegetation on the sides of the quonset hut and the presence of vehicles parked in
the parking lot prohibited a complete view of the ground surface around the quonset hut
and the parking lot. Thus, this assessment is subject to any state of facts that complete
observation of the ground surface and parking lot would have revealed.

The exact date of construction of the quonset hut currently located on the assessed
property could not be determined as part of this assessment. City of Rochester
Assessor’s records indicate that a 60’ x 112’ building was constructed on the 180
Exchange Street portion of the assessed property in 1950; however, City of Rochester
Building Department records referenced a building permit dated September 1, 1956 for the
construction of an all-steel garage building on this portion of the assessed property (refer
to Section 2.3).

So In the 1888 Plat Map, it appears that the northeastern portion of the assessed property
may have been owned by the New York Lake Erie & Western R.R. Company. In addition,
railroad tracks were evident on the assessed property in the 1918 Plat Map (refer to
Section 1.4). Railroad beds typically contain ballast fill material such as cinders, slag, and
coal that have the potential to contain heavy metals. The potential also exists for
contamination of the railroad ballast from the use of pesticides, herbicides, and/or waste
oil for weed and dust control. Also, the assessed property may have had railroad ties that
were preserved with creosote, coal tar, phenolic compounds, and other semi-volatile
compounds. Previous discussions with New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation (NYSDEC) personnel have indicated that railroad ballast fill materials
typically are not regulated as a solid waste if disturbed and/or relocated on-site. However,
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- Privileged and Confidential -

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY (Cont.)

if railroad fill materials are disturbed and subsequently transported off-site, the fill materials
may be regulated as a solid waste requiring disposal at a NYSDEC-permitted landfill.
Future development of the property should involve consultation with appropriate regulatory
agencies for their input and guidance to determine the proper approach for handling any
ballast fill materials or railroad ties encountered during development.

7. Two sub-grade manways were observed on the assessed property: one on the south side
of the quonset hut, and one on the north side of the quonset hut. The covers of these
manways were removed, and each manway provides access to a buried approximate 1.5-
foot diameter pipe. It was reported that these pipes are associated with the air
conditioning systems for County-owned properties throughout downtown. Water from the
Genesee River is reportedly pumped to the various cooling systems via the underground
pipe that was observed in one of these manways, and condensate is returned to the river
via the pipe that was observed in the other manway. Two approximate 1.5-foot diameter
pipes were also observed coming from beneath the ground on the adjoining property to

...the east, and then connecting to the retaining wall of the river. These pipes are reportedly
the actual inlet/outlet pipes for the water and condensate (refer to Sections 3.6.7 and 4.1,
and photograph in Appendix C).

OPERATIONAL CONCERNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Although beyond the scope of the routine environmental site assessment, the operational
concerns listed below have been identified. These operational concerns are not considered
to be liabilities which should normally impact real estate or mortgage loan transactions.
Rather, these concerns are listed for informational purposes, and it is recommended that
they be addressed for compliance with existing regulations and/or to minimize the potential
for future environmental liabilities. Since identification of operational concerns is incidental
to the purpose of this assessment, correction of these items may not necessarily result in full
compliance with all applicable environmental regulations.

Drums: Approximately five apparently empty 55-gallon drums were observed inside the
quonset hut (refer to Section 3.6.2). These drums are reportedly clean and empty, and
are staged in the quonset hut before being removed for use off-site (refer to Section 4.1).
Signs of spillage/leakage were not observed around these drums.

Recommendations: It is recommended that these drums be removed from the assessed
property and disposed of or used in accordance with applicable regulations.

Debris: An apparently full five-gallon pail of what appeared to be driveway sealer was
observed on top of a fence along the northeast boundary of the ’assessed property (refer
to Section 3.2).

Recommendations: It is recommended that this container be removed and disposed of
in accordance with applicable regulations.
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TITLE AND HISTORICAL DATA

1.3

1.4

ABSTRACT OF TITLE:

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS:

TOPOGRAPHIC MAP:

PLAT BOOKSIMAPS

1.5 SANBORN MAP:

1.6 DIRECTORIES:

See Footnote (1.1)

Monroe County Environmental Management Council
(MCEMC)
Photograph Dates: 1996, 1993, 1988, 1975, 1970, 1961,
1951, and 1930
See Footnote (1.2)

Rochester West Quadrangle (map date 1971, photorevised
1978)

Rundel Library and Copies Supplied by City of Rochester
Map Date: 1875, 1888, 1900, 1910, 1918, 1935, and 1961
See Footnote (1.4)

Day Environmental, Inc.
Map Date: 1912, Updated to 1927
See Footnote (1.5)

Rundel Library
Map Date: 1961
See Footnote (1.5)

Rundel Library
Directory Dates: 1920, 1925, 1930, 1935, 1940, 1945,
1950, 1955, 1960, 1965, 1971, 1975, 1981, 1986, 1991
and 1997
See Footnote (1.6)

PERTINENT INFORMATION, REFERENCED TO ITS SOURCE, IS SUMMARIZED BELOW:

(1.1) An abstract of title was not provided to assist in determining prior property ownership and
uses. Investigation of property history, and requesting environmental agency information
concerning prior owners, are important elements of a Phase I ESA. The conclusions in
this report are subject to any state of facts which review of an abstract of title might show,
directly or indirectly.

(1.2) A review of the aerial photographs is summarized as follows:

In the 1996, 1993, 1988, and 1975 aerial photographs, the assessed property
appeared much as it did at the time of the site visit, with the 180 Exchange Street
parcel being actively used as a parking lot, and the quonset hut visible on the 182
Exchange Street parcel. In the 1996 aerial photographs, an apparent
discolored/dark-toned area was evident just north of the quonset hut. In the 1975
aerial photographs, an apparent discolored/dark-toned area was evident just west of
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(1.4)

(1.5)

- Privileged and Confidential -

TITLE AND HISTORICAL DATA (Cont.)

the quonset hut. Also in the 1975 photographs, a building was located south of the
assessed property and appeared to be located on both sides of Route 490.

In the 1970 and 1961 aerial photographs, in addition to the quonset hut, a building is
evident on the 180 Exchange Street parcel. Also, the building to the south of the
assessed property is present, and the building complex to the north of the assessed
property appeared larger than that observed at the time of the site visit, and
appeared to extend south toward the assessed property. In addition, railcars were
evident along the river, just south of the assessed property.

In the 1951 aerial photographs, the building on the 180 Exchange Street portion of
the assessed property is present, but appeared to be of a different configuration than
that observed in the 1961 aerial photographs. In addition, the quonset hut is not
present in this photograph.

In the 1930 aerial photographs, the building on the 180 Exchange Street portion of
the assessed property is visible, and the waterway formerly known as Mill Race is
evident running from the southeastern pcrtion to the northwestern portion of the
assessed property.

In the 1875 Plat Map, the Monroe County Jail is shown immediately west of the river on
the northern portion of the assessed property. Other portions of the assessed property
were not identified, with the exception of an apparent office in the southwest corner of
the assessed property along Exchange Street. In the 1888, 1900, and 1910 Plat Maps,
the Monroe County Jail is shown on the southwestern portion of the assessed property.
Mill Race is shown on the eastern portion of the assessed property. In addition, in the
1888 Plat Map, it appears that the northeastern portion of the assessed property may
have been part of the New York Lake Erie & Western Railroad Company. In the 1918
Plat Map, the jail is present on the southwestern portion of the assessed property, with
the County Garage and jail yard located just north of the jail. In addition, there are
several outbuildings potentially located east of the jail. Mill Race is identified as
Rochester, Fitzhugh & Carroll Race in this Plat Map. Also, railroad tracks appear to be
located on the assessed property, immediately east of the jail, as well as on
southeastern corner of the assessed property, just south of the Rochester, Fitzhugh &
Carroll Race. In the 1935 Plat Map, the jail is present and the Monroe County Garage is
present just north of the jail (i.e., in the area of the County Garage and former jail yard
identified in the 1918 Plat Map). Several outbuildings are evident east of the jail.

In the 1912 Sanborn Map, updated to 1927, the Monroe County Jail is present on the
southwestern portion of the assessed property, with the Monroe County Garage located
just north of the jail. Also, .a bu!lding labeled "car heating plant" is located just east of the
jail, a building labeled store ho (i.e., possibly store house) is located east of the "car
heating plant", and a building labeled ice ho (i.e., presumed ice house) is located east of
the car heating plant, and south of the store house. In addition, a waterway labeled
Power Canal (i.e., Mill Race) is present on the assessed property in the area just south
of the current quonset hut and running northerly through the assessed property. In
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TITLE AND HISTORICAL DATA (Cont.)

addition, a building labeled Railway Express Agency is apparently also located on the
assessed property just north of the Power Canal.

In the 1961 Sanborn Map, the Monroe County Jail and Monroe County Priv. Garage are
listed on the 180 Exchange Street parcel. In addition, the quonset hut is listed as being
the Monroe County Sheriff’s Garage.

A review of the directories listed above indicated the following owners/occupants for 180
Exchange Street (i.e., there were no listings for 182 Exchange Street in the directories
reviewed):

Date Owner/Occupant

1920
1925-1935
1940-1945
1950
1955-1965
1971
1975
1981-1991
1997

No listing
Monroe County Jail
Monroe County Jail / Monroe County Road .Patrol
Monroe County Road Patrol
Monroe County Jail
Monroe County Jail / Monroe County Garage
Mapco Parking
Mapco Park & Lock
No listing
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2.2

2.3

2.4

PUBLIC INFORMATION/AGENCIES

N¥SDEC FOIL: County of Monroe, Monroe County Jail, Monroe
County Garage, and Mapco Park & Lock: 180 &
182 Exchange Street, Rochester, New York.
Dates of Requests: 8/12/98 and 8/26/98 ’
See Footnote (2.1)

MONROECOUNTY: Department of Health
Mr. Edward Yurkstas
(716) 274-6053
Date of Contact: 8/12/98
See Footnote (2.2)

CITY OF ROCHESTER: Assessor’s Records
Date of Records Review: 7/22/98
See Footnote (2.3)

FOIL Submitted: 7/21/98
Response Received: 8/7/98
See Footnote (2.3)

SOLID AND/OR INACTIVE HAZARDOUS WASTE SITE DATABASES:

2.4.1 NYSDEC: Records Date: 7/98

Assessed Property:
1-Mile Radius:

2.4.2 NPL:

Not Listed.
Listed. See Footnote (2.4.1)

Records Date: 1/98

Assessed Property:
1-Mile Radius:

Not Listed.
None Listed.

2.4.3 CERCLIS: Records Date: 4/98

Assessed Property:
0.5-Mile Radius:

Not Listed.
None Listed.

2.4.4 NYS FACILITY
REGISTER:

Records Date: 6/97

Assessed Property:
0.5-Mile Radius:

Not Listed.
None Listed.
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2.7
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PUBLIC INFORMATIONIAGENCIES (CONT.)

2.4.5 NYSDEC HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE WASTE
DISPOSAL SITES:

Assessed Property:
1-Mile Radius:

2.4.6 LOCAL:

Assessed Property:
0.5-Mile Radius:

TANK REGISTRATION RECORDS:

2.5.1 NYSDEC PBS:

Assessed Property:
Adjoining Property:

2.5.2 LOCAL:

Assessed Property:
Adjoining Property:

NYSDEC SPILLSILUST:

Assessed Property:
0.5-Mile Radius:

OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
RECORDS:

2.7.1 RCRA TSD FACILITIES:

Assessed Property:
1-Mile Radius:

2.7.2 RCRA GENERATORS:

Assessed Property:
Adjoining Property:

2.7.3 ERNS List:

Assessed Property:

Records Date: 6/95

Not Listed.
Listed. See Footnote (2.4.5)

Records Date: 8/19/98

Not Listed.
Listed. See Footnote (2.4.6)

Records Date: 6/98

Not Listed.
Listed. See Footnote (2.5.1)

See Footnote (2.5.2)
See Footnote (2.5.2)

Records Date: 6/30/98

Not Listed.
Listed. See Footnote (2.6)

Records Date: 4/97

Not Listed.
Listed. See Footnote (2.7.1)

Records Date: 4/97

Not Listed.
Listed. See Footnote (2.7.2)

Records Date: 2/98

Not Listed.
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PUBLIC INFORMATION/AGENCIES (CONT.)

PERTINENT INFORMATION, REFERENCED TO ITS 8OURCE, IS SUMMARIZED BELOW.

(2.1) As of the date of this report, no response to the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) requests
has been received. If the FOIL response indicates the existence of files concerning the
requested properties, client authorization will be requested to review these files at
NYSDEC offices. The results of this review would be provided as a supplement to this
report.

(2.2) Mr. Edward Yurkstas, MCHD, indicated that the MCHD has no records, and that he has
no knowledge, of environmental problems at the assessed property.

(2.3) A review of City of Rochester Assessor’s records confirmed the tax map numbers, parcel
sizes, building size, and date of construction of the quonset hut, but did not provide any

-’information on the environmental status of the assessed property.

A response from the City of Rochester Building Department and Fire Department to
DAY’s FOIL request indicated that as many as 11 storage tanks were installed on the
180 Exchange Street portion of the assessed property. The Building Department
supplied copies of the following permits/applications:

Record Date Size of TankJProduct Note

1. 3/1/38 550 gallons/gasoline Appears to be a new tank.
2. 3/1/39 550 gallons May be a renewal of the tank record

dated 3/1/38.
3. 3/1/47 500 gallons May be a new tank, or may be a

renewal of the tank record dated
3/1/38 with a different size listed.

4. 3/15/49 500gallons May be a new tank, or may be
renewal of the tank record dated
3/1/38 with a different size listed.

5. 3/1/56 500gallons May be a new tank, or may be
renewal of the tank record dated
3/1/38 with a different size listed.

6. 3/1/56 2,000 gallons Appears to be a new tank.
7. 10/1/56 2,000 gallons May be a new tank, or may be the

same tank as shown on the tank
record dated 3/1/56.

8. 3/1/59 1,000 gallons Appears to be a new tank, although it
could be a renewal of the tank record
dated 3/1/56, with a different size
listed.
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PUBLIC INFORMATION/AGENCIES (CONT.)

Record Date Size of Tank/Product Note

9. 3/1/59 2,000 gallons

10. 12/8/59

11.3/28/89

1,000 gallons

3,000 gallons/gasoline

May be a new tank, or may be
renewal of the tank record dated
3/1/56.
May be the same tank as listed in
record dated 3/1/59. Note, a notation
on the permit for this tank indicates
that this tank replaces a 500-gallon
tank which was damaged.
Permit to fill tank with K-crete. Note,
no permit for the installation of a
3,000-gallon tank was provided.

It could not be confirmed whether these storage tanks were aboveground or underground.
._.If these tanks were underground, it also could not be determined if the tanks have been

removed.

Note, it was also reported that a possible 1,000-gallon underground storage tank located
on the northeastern portion of the assessed property was filled with K-crete in about 1985;
however, it was also reported that this tank may have been the 3,000-gallon tank that was
filled in 1989 (see Tank #11 above) (refer to Section 4.1 ).

Building Department records also indicated the following:

Permit Date Permit For

11/22/09
01/09/39
09/27/51
09/11/56
07/15/59
12/3/71

Erect a Frame Auto House
Brick Addition to County Jail
Con Br Add to Brick Jail Bldg.
All Steel Gar Bldg. (i.e., possibly the quonset hut)
Demo
Demo

A NYSDEC Inactive Hazardous Waste Site (Code #828091) is located approximately
0.75 miles southeast of the assessed property, across the Genesee River. The distance
and location of this site from the assessed property suggest no environmental impact
upon the assessed property.

One Hazardous Substance Waste Disposal Site (#HS8048) is located approximately 0.5
miles north/northwest of the assessed property. According to a preliminary review of the
1985 map titled, "Potentiometric Surface and Direction of Groundwater Movement",
groundwater in the area of the assessed property appears to flow toward the
east/northeast in the direction of the Genesee River. The distance and location of this
waste site from the assessed property suggest no environmental impact on the
assessed property.
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- Privileged and Confidential -

2.0 PUBLIC INFORMATION/AGENCIES (CONT.)

(2.4.6) The Monroe County EnvironmentalManagement Council has identified one local
confirmed waste site located approximately 0.25 miles southeast of the assessed
property across the Genesee River. This site (#RO150) is listed as containing
construction and demolition (C/D) debds. The distance and location of this waste site
from the assessed property; and the type of waste reported at this waste site, suggest
no environmental impact on the assessed property.
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(2.5.2)

(2.6)

(2.7.1)

- Privileged and Confidential -

PUBLIC INFORMATIONIAGENCIES (CONT.)

A review of the NYSDEC PBS database indicates that the Public Safety Building, which
adjoins the assessed property to the west across Exchange Street, is listed as
containing one 12,000-gallon underground storage tank (UST) which contains unleaded
gasoline. There is currently an active spill with the NYSDEC that appears associated
with this UST (refer to Section 2.6).

See Footnote (2.3) for information pertaining to the assessed property.

A local database is not readily available to check for storage tanks at adjoining
properties.

A review of the NYSDEC spills database identified as many as 100 closed spills within a
0.5-mile radius of the assessed property. A spill listed as closed normally indicates that
investigations and/or remediation at the spill site have been completed.

Eleven active spills were also identified within a 0.5-mile radius of the assessed
property. Seven of these active spills are located between 0.2 and 0.5 miles east of the
assessed property, across the Genesee River. Thus, the distance and location of these
seven active spills suggest no environmental impact on the assessed property.

Spill #9803244 is located approximately 0.5 miles southwest of the assessed property,
and involves contaminated soil encountered during the removal of three gasoline USTs.
Spill #9706853 is located approximately 0.4 miles west of the assessed property and
involves a pile of heavily-contaminated soil that was being hauled off a site without
proper permits. Spill #9307647 is located approximately 0.2 miles north of the assessed
property, and involves a chemical reaction that occurred which affected the air. The
distance and/or location of these three active spill sites from the assessed property,
and/or the resource affected by these spills (e.g., soil, air) suggest no environmental
impact upon the assessed property.

Spill #9706970 occurred at the Public Safety Building which adjoins the assessed
property to the west across Exchange Street. This adjoining active spill site may be
located hydraulically upgradient from the assessed property. This spill involved gasoline
contamination which was apparently the result of a leaking union associated with an
underground gasoline storage tank vent line. An unknown amount of gasoline was
released, and the resource affected was listed as "on land". The extent of contamination
has apparently not yet been delineated. Information was not obtained as part of this
assessment that directly indicates that this adjoining active spill site has impacted the
assessed property.

A Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facility (TSDF) (#NYD000799247) is located
approximately 0.6 miles southwest of the assessed property. This listing does not
necessarily indicate that environmental concems exist at this TSDF. Information was
not obtained as part of this assessment that indicates that the treatment, storage, or
disposal of hazardous waste at this facility has impacted the assessed property.
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- Privileged and Confidential -

2.0 PUBLIC INFORMATIONIAGENCIES (CONT.)

(2.7.2) The Public Safety Building, an adjoining property to the west across Exchange Street,
and The Court Street Dam, of which the equipment associated with this dam appears to
be located on an adjoining property to the east, are identified on the RCRA Generator
List (Code #s NYD981481013 and NYD986950889, respectively). Information was not
obtained during this assessment that indicates that the generation of hazardous waste
on these adjoining properties has impacted the assessed property.
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Privileged and Confidential -

3.0 SITE OBSERVATIONS

Date Of Site Visit:
Assessor(s):

3.1 FILL:

3.2 DEBRIS/DUMPING:

3.3 SPILLAGE/STAINING:

3.4 UTILITIES:

3.4.1 TRANSFORMERS:

3.4.2 FLOOR DRAINSISUMPS:

_ 3.4.3 SERVICES:

3.5 ASBESTOS:

3.6 O PERATIONSIEQUIPMENT:

3.6.1 STORAGE TANKS:

3.6.2 MATERIALS STORAGE:

3.6.3 MATERIALS USE:

3.6.4 SOLID WASTE:

3.6.5 WASTEWATER:

3.6.6 AIR EMISSIONS:

3.6.7 EQUIPMENT:

3.7 TOPOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS:

3.8 OTHER:

3.9 ADJOINING PROPERTIES:

North:
East:
South:
West:

8/13/98
Sandi M. Miller and Jeffrey A. Danzinger

No Observations of Concern.

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.2)

No Observations of Concern.

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.4.1)

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.4.2)

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.4.3)

Obsercations of Concern. See Footnote (3.5)

No Observations of Concern.

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.6.2)

No Observations of Concern.

No Observations of Concern.

No Observations of Concern.

No Observations of Concern.

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.6.7)

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.7)

No Observations of Concern. See Footnote (3.8)

No Observations of Concern.

Parking lot, with commercial beyond.
Court Street Dam and Genesee River.
Parking lot, with Route 490 overpass beyond.
Exchange Street, with public safety building
beyond.
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3.0

- Privileged and Confidential -

SITE OBSERVATIONS (CONT.)

PERTINENT INFORMATION, REFERENCED TO ITS SOURCE, IS SUMMARIZED BELOW

(3.2) An apparently full five-gallon pail of what appeared to be driveway sealer was observed
on top of a fence along the northeast boundary of the assessed property.

(3.4.1) A Rochester Gas & Electric (RG&E) transformer system was observed on an adjoining
property to the north of the assessed property. It appeared that this transformer system
may be associated with the Court Street dam which adjoins the assessed property to the
east. The concrete-paved surface around the transformer is approximately two feet
lower in elevation than the assessed property. Evidence of leakage/spillage from the
transformer was not observed around this transformer system

(3.4.2)

(3.4.3)

Three sediment traps/floor drains were observed inside the quonset hut on the assessed
property. The cover was removed from one of these sediment traps/floo.r drains, but the
covers on the other traps could not be removed during the site visit. The trap that was
uncovered was observed to be filled to near the top with sediments, and the top of a
drain pipe was visible. No odors were detected emanating from this sediment trap;
however, the sediments were only disturbed slightly at the time that the cover was
removed. The sediment trap/floor drain appeared to be constructed of a pre-fabricated
concrete; however, it could not be determined whether the sediment trap/floor drain has
a solid bottom. In addition, the integrity of these sediment traps/floor drains could not be
determined during the site visit. The drain pipe in the sediment trap/floor drain that was
opened appeared to trend northwest away from the sediment trap/floor drain. It was
reported that these sediment traps/fioor drains are connected to the public sewer
system, and have been connected since the building was constructed (refer to Section
4.1).

The assessed property currently does not have water service. The building was formerly
heated by a steam heat system which was abandoned (i.e., inactive piping, valves,
ceiling-mounted heaters and fans are still present in the building).

In addition, an RG&E manhole was observed near the southeast corner of the assessed
property. The presence of this utility service does not appear to represent an
environmental concern at this time.

(3.5) SACM that was observed to be in damaged and/or friable condition is identified as follows:

Approximately 250 linear feet of aircell pipewrap, and associated mudpack joints were
observed on inactive steam heat piping in the quonset hut. Approximately 20% of this
pipewrap was in damaged and/or friable condition. The mudpacks were generally in
good condition; however, the mudpacks were exposed.
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(3.6.7)

(3.7)

(3.8)

- Privileged and Confidential -

SITE OBSERVATIONS (CONT.)

Approximately five apparently empty 55-gallon drums were observed inside the quonset
hut. These drums are reportedly clean and empty and are staged in the quonset hut
before being removed for use off-site (refer .to Section 4.1). Signs of spillage/leakage
were not observed around these drums.

Two sub-grade manways were observed on the assessed property: one on the south
side of the quonset hut, and one on the north side of the quonset hut. The covers of
these manways were removed, and each manway provides access to a buried
approximate 1.5-foot diameter pipe. It was reported that these pipes are associated with
the air conditioning systems for County-owned properties throughout downtown. Water
from the Genesee River is reportedly pumped to the various cooling systems via the
underground pipe that was observed in one of these manways, and condensate is
returned to the river via the pipe that was observed in the other manway. Two
approximate 1.5-foot diameter pipes were also observed coming from beneath the
ground on the adjoining property to the east, and then connecting to the retaining wall of

...the river. These pipes are reportedly the actual inlet/outlet pipes for the water and
condensate (refer to Section 4.1 and photograph in Appendix C).

The assessed property and surrounding area are relatively level, with a slight slope to
the north. There are no surface water bodies on the assessed property.

Several asphalt patches were observed in the parking lot of the assessed property. It
could not be determined as part of this assessment whether these asphalt patches were
the result of the removal of underground storage tanks, or from repairs to the parking lot
surface (refer to photograph in Appendix C).
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4.0

- Privileged and Confidential -

INTERVIEWS

Mr. Tom Davies
County of Monroe

Maintenance Department
Dates of Interviews: 8/13/98, 8/24/98
and 9/8/98

No Concern Identified. See Footnote (4.1)

PERTINENT INFORMATION, REFERENCED TO ITS SOURCE, IS SUMMARIZED BELOW.

(4.1) Mr. Davies indicated that he has noeknowledge of current or past environmental liens
against the assessed property, or knowledge of environmental concerns associated with
the assessed property.

The following is a summary of information provided by Mr. Davies:

--.¯ The quonset hut on the assessed property is currently used for storage, primarily for
items used at the County Jail. The quonset hut has been used for storage for at
least 10 years.

¯ Prior to its use for storage, the quonset hut was used as a garage by the Sheriff’s
Department, and maintenance and repair of vehicles was performed in the quonset
hut.

¯ Mr. Davies believes the quonset hut was built in the 1960s, and indicated that the
building was tied into the sanitary sewer system at the time of building construction.

¯ The three floor drains (i.e., sediment traps) in the quonset hut are no longer used,
and no foul odors have been detected emanating from these sediment traps/floor
drains.

¯ Mr. Davies has no information regarding the Monroe County Garage formerly located
on the southwest side of the assessed property. In addition, he is not aware of any
buildings being demolished on the assessed property.

¯ He is not aware of the use of the "car heating plant" formerly located on the
assessed property.

The two manways located on the assessed property are associated with the air
conditioning systems for county-owned properties throughout downtown. Mr. Davies
indicated that water from the Genesee River is pumped to the various cooling
systems via underground piping through one of these manways, and condensate is
returned to the river via the piping in the second manway.

He indicated that there is one underground storage tank located on the northeast
portion of the assessed property, just west of the river retaining wall and north of the
quonset hut. He believes that the tank is 1,000 gallons in size and formerly stored
gasoline. The UST was installed in about 1960, and was cleaned and filled with
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- Privileged and Confidential -

4.0 INTERVIEWS (Cont.)

concrete in approximately 1985. The UST was not removed because there was a
concern of causing structural damage to the river retaining wall if the tank was
removed. Note, Mr. Davies also indicated that it is possible that this tank is the
3,000-gallon UST that was filled with K-crete in 1989 (refer to Section 2.3).

¯ The 55-gallon drums observed inside the quonset hut are empty, clean drums that
are staged in the quonset hut before being removed for use off-site.
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- Privileged and Confidential -

REPORT EXPLANATION
PURPOSE OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT:

The purpose of an environmental site assessment is to perform the
.appropriate inquiry into the environmental condition of a property to.
i(]enti~ the petentlal CERCLA!SARA liability for the cleanul~ or
hazardous substances, and to establish the defense for such liab=lity.

SCOPE OF A PHASE I ENVIRONMENTAL SITE ASSESSMENT:
This Phase I Environmental Site Assessment has been performed in
general conform.a.nce with the s, cope and limitations of ASTM Practice
E1527. Ex..ceptions to and/or deletions from, ths practice are
described in me summary ofth s reporL

A Phase lEnvironmental Site Assessment is the initial level of inquiry
into the history, use and condition of a prope.rty and area, which
establishes the reasonable presumption that environmental concerns
do or do not exisL The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
consists of four (4) basic inquiry components:

1. Review of the title to the property and historical data to identify
pdor .ownership and uses which represent a potential dsk for
contamination of the property.

2. Review of .available public information and environmental
re~, ros. to i(]entify site and. area facilities conditions activities
ano suostances of use or environmenta concern that have
been recorded by federal, state and local agencies.

3. Sit,~ rece~.naissance of the property .to identify conditions which
inq=c.ate the presence or potent]a~ presence of hazardous
substances an(] contamination.

4. I.nterv!.ews with the o,wne~ operators and persons familiar with
me s=[e an(] area to (]ent~]y conditions and operations of
environmental concern.

The Phase I Environmental Site Assessment will conclude that either
(a) further inquiry into the environmental status of a property is not
needed an(] a, pp, m. pnate inqu!ry, has been performedor (b) further
i.nqu=ry is qeeeee to appropnate~y assess the environmental status of
me property.

NON-CERCLA]SARA LIABILITIES:

There are r~sks associated with the environmenta~ condition of a
p~per~ w.hich are not .a potential CERCLA/.SARA liabili~/and a~’e not
suo ect to =n.currence or response costs under CERCLA. Due to the
.fi’equency ot ~cct~rr.ence, the scope of the Phase I Environmental Site
/~sse,ssmen.t .h,a..s. oeen expanded, to include the identification of.
petroleum ~iaoi=ities and friable aseestos. No other assessment or
non-CERCLNSARA liabilities has been performed unless specifically
identified in the report narrative.

ASBESTOS:

~Wh~ere apparent, ,damaged and/or friable SACM has been identified;ever, a .c~mprete visual inspection and records review for SACM
.was not penormed as part of this assessment. As a result this
raci ity may contain other SACM wh ch is not dentified in this report.

S,ACM is identified as a potential environmental ,concern wh.en the,
onservable, con,dition (i.e., expose‘d, damage~ and/or rdable)
suggests me re~ease of debds an~or fibers under normal farJlity
op,e, rations.. If the SACM actually contains asbestos the release of
deods an~or fibers could ~ose an asbestos-exposure hazard. In
order to oetermine if the SACM contains asbestos, the SACM must
be sampled and analyzed.

~hould any asbe.stos-containing matedal (ACM) at this facility be
istu~ed throug.n abatement removal maintenance renovation
em, o=ition etc., me handling and disposal of the ACM is subject to

appdcable state and federal reg.ulations. Also no rep,resentations are
made regarding previous disturoance and/or remova= of ACM at this
facility.

OPERATIONAL CONCERNS:

Although beyond the scope of the routine environmental site
assessment operational concerns may be identified. Operational
concerns are not cons dered to be lab ~ties wh ch shou d mpact rea
estate or mortgage loan transactions. Rather operational concerns
.are listed for intormational purpose.s, and it is recom,mended that they
oe addressed for comp_liance wire existing regulations and~r to
minimize the ~otentia~ for further environmenta] liabifities. ~ince
identification of operational concerns is incidental to the purpose of
this assessment corTection of these items may no, t necessarily result
n full compliance with all applicable environmenta= regulations.

NOTES:
NOTES are used in the Assessment Summary either to identify
s~=cial property conditions, or to identify and explain conditions which
might charactedsticatly be a potential environmental concern, but
where the assessment inquiry has not established the reasonable
presumption that an environmental liability does exist.

DATA QUALIFICATION:

Environmental site assessment conclusions are made based on the
data available for the,qla, tes identified., The, conclusion, s are subject to
any state of facts wnicn would be ioentified by up(]ated data. No
assurances are made as the accuracy or completeness of data
obtained from outside information sources. AIs0~ it is possible that.
.n.o.t all existing s!tes within the search radii spec4r=ed in Section 2 or
mis report have eeen identified, due to factors such as urban density
and petential insufficiencies in the databases.

SITE VISIT QUALIFICATION:

W’nere the site observations are limited to representative areas or
where facilities are inaccessible for observation, the env ronmenta
si,t~ .assessment conclusions are subject to any statement of facts
which access to those areas would have revealed.

ABBREVATIONS/ACRO NYMS:
ASTM - Amedcan Society for Testing and Materials
C~RCLA - Comprehensive Environmental Response,

L;oml~ensetion, and LiabilityAct
CERCLIS - Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Comp_e_ nsation, and Liability Information System.
EPA - (United States~ Environme.nta~ Prote~.~on ,~gency
ERNS - Emergency ~esponse NOtification bystem
FOIL - Freedom ot~lnformation Law
LUST- Leaking Unde.rground Storage Tank
N/A - N.ot Applicable" ~ot.Available
NPL - National Pfio~ties List
NYS - New York State
NYSDEC - New York State Department of Environmental

Conservation
PBS - Petroleum B~k Storage               . .
RCRA - Resource, t;onservation, and Recovery
SACM - Suspect Asbestos-Containing&Material
SARA - Superfund Amendments andReauthodzation Act of

1986
TSD - Treatment, Storage, and Disposal
UST - Underground Storage Tank
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PROPOSED ~/ORK (check O~e or Mor~)
New Conlt. ...... ~ Amusement, Tent

~’"’-Addltlon’ ’" ’: " :~’ ..... Antenna
~.Alterstlon    ...
__ Change U~e.,

Relocate "" "

¯ <- " Other

~; :.:~.

Awning
Elevator
Fence, Wal|s
Fire Escape
Fire-Smoke Detec.
Heating, Air Cond.

" " ’"
Paving
Sign
Sprinkler System
Stair Enclosure
Standpipe System

~Twlmmlng Pool
anks, ~

111. COST.ES~’IMATE " .. ’i .~ ""

" ’ .:
- Including heating, al~,
conditioning and elevator ’
etc.

V’. OCCUPANCY.OR USE
Remldent~l

Present Proposed
~ A1 One-Family Dwelling ~
~ A2 Two-Family Dwelling ~

Multiple ~lgng
(Indicate nurnbe~ of units)

~ B1 Permanent Occupancy      ~
~ B2 Transient Occupancy        __

__ B3 Senior Citizens House      __
~ B4 Adult Res. Care Factl.       __

VIII. PERMIT DESCRIPTION ~-’~/"//

Non-Re=ldentlai
Present Proposed
~ C1 Business ~
~ C2 Mercantile __

__ ~ Industrial ~/,~,F/ __

__ C4 Storage~ __
~ C5 Assembly __

__ C6 Institutional __
~ C7 Miscellaneous __

VII. PERMIT FEE

Bureau Est. $ .....................

Permit Fee $ ... :’~L’~.....’~’. ......

x. FEE PAID

~onln~

Plumbtn9 Date

D.E.S. Date

Demolition

 o,,o,oo,
h~’ Comml~lon~r

Date

Bt.[X;PERM       3D.DO

TOTRL 30.00
BP 18[]t"XCHP~NGE
C,QSH 30,00
#ITE~ I

,:302 03 0101

XII. BB / IS,

- XIII. PLANS



075664 080

X incl. XCU covernge

GL801291705 8-i-88 8-i-89

B
I Irl~,O"r~R~" ~

IIMBgo289925g 10-20-88     8-1-89

WC001293279 8-I-88

1,000,
1,000,
1,000,

5,

Any andlor all operations u~ual to :he b~siness of the insured.

ALL’n: Haydee

CITY OF ROCHEb-q~R
BUREAU OFBUIq/)INGS
DEP~ OF ~TYDEVELOFMEh~
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ROC~HESTER, NEW YORK 14614

~HOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE O~E~R=B~O P~DLICIES BE ~L~D B~ T~

BuT FAILURE TO ~L SUCH ~CE ~LL ~E ~O 0~ ~

L~IL~ OF ANY KINO UPON TH£ C~PANY, ~ A~NTI O~P~I~ATI~8.
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NO FEE
POST IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE

?ermit fi)r the Storage and Sale of Explosives and Combustibles
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

N? 13334 BUREAU OF BUILDINGS Plat Plan No ...............

Rochester, N. Y., ...."~[o~ ,. . :L~. .......... 193 8..

~     xr                                      ¯               ’~I~nni~zian i~ ~rrrI~ 6rantrb to. ~0nrg.e..qO:4~t...~.                              of

..~. ~9~q. ~ .~ ..... ~o~t~, N. Y., to ~m ~nd ~to~ ~aSOUN~ ............................
qo. 180 ~ch~e /~ ..................... Street. Th~ P~it ~ill ~ ~r.1, .. 193 9

5Rc Station? Bulk? Who~ale? 0r P~vate Use?. ~lva~ e

~or R~al, Tra~f~, or Additional Storage, ~ve fo~ P~it No..
1196~ ’ "

,

~mber and Capacity of Tanks ; : :," :

,taz c~,=,~t:~.....y.~.. .....................................~,alo,. N~,S~ o~ P~,~.~-.~-:~:.::~.-’" ....

’.Talker S ~ -~e.
. . S~int~t of Bui~ings.

~ Petit is ~uted o~ ~a ~press ~n~on.t~t ~he~a~d E~losbv~ oy Com~usjbl~ are kept ~ ~ approved receptacle or
.pa~ent used exclusively ~or t~ pu~ose, approve~ ~y ~e ~ureau, an~ not m pro~W to G~, OH, Arc Lights or Stoves or ~y
~pe~ flame; ~t signs "NO SMO~NG," be p~ced ~ a ~nspi~o~ place on th~ premls~ where said ~losives or Comb~Ies are
~ept; ~t for other ~n P~te U~ app~ved ~oam ~shment a~ be prodded.

Renewal, Additional Storage; Transfer
¢rmlt Number Date Number and Capacity of Tartks Number of Pumps

14998

i6333
1751

_19708

426291

3-!-39 ~_
1940

Io,; 9

1943

I~IAR - 1 1941

FE~ 2 4 i.950
APR 2 1951
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~I~R I 1953

~,......,.. ,, ,,~s’~’

MAR 1-1@57

i - 1,000

1 - 2,000 Gals.

-i - 2,000

z eu~p~
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BPPMTQY              BIS - BUILDING - PERMITS ISI~UF~D
MORH PERMITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR PA.~CEL -IPR~SS P}    8

DATE: 07/07/98

APPL!C. ADDI%ESS: 0180 EXCHANGE ’     BLV~ PERMIT NO.:
SBL NO.: 121    390 - 0001 004 000 /!0000
PMT#/SFX_. AJPL DTE     ISS DTE EST Ci~ST STATUS/DATE

0180 EXCHANGE
089067~ 00/0O/00 03/28/89 PMT CMI 5T PRE CONVERSION
FILL    (I) 3,000 GAL TA~[K WITH K-CRETE

0202881    00100/00 12/03/71
DEM0

~MT CMILT PRE CONVERSION     93/I0/18

0173658 00/00/00 12/10/59
INSTAL i GAS TANK

0172763 A 00100/00 07115/59
DEM0

200 PMT CMI’LT PRE CONVERSION

PMT C_M]LT PRE CONVERSION

PFI4-STAT L!ST PFI5-PMT DETL PFI6-PMT I~VTS
PFIS-P~OP S~4M PFI9-ADDR LIST PF20-CF0 hIST

PF[ 7-PMT CONDS
PF;I-PND/CA~fC



BPPMTQY      BI~ - ~UILDING - PERMITS IS~UED
MORE PER~MITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR PARCEL - PRESS

DATE : 07/07/98

A~LIC. ADDreSS: 0180 EXC?IANGE HL~. PERMIT ~. :
SBL NO.: 121 390    - 00~I - 004 000 / 0000
PMT#!SFX APL DTE ISS DTE EST CO~T STATUS/DATE

~ 0!80    EXCHANGE
01~5906 00/00/00 10/08/56 50] PMT CM}’LT PRE CO~JERSION

INSTALL GAS T~NK! I PUM!

ST
93/i0/18

0165676    00/00/00 0~/iI/56    ~150:!~ PMT CMIbT PRE CONVERSION 93/10./18
ALL STEEL GAR BLDG

0151275 00/00/G0 09/27/51     960~ PMT CMI5T PRE CONVERSION 93/10/18
CON BR ADD TO £RICK JAiL BLDG

0116405 A     00/00/00 01/09/39            3203!~ PMT OM~ ~T PRE CONVERSION
BRICK ADDITION TC COUNTY JAIL

PFI4-STAT 5IST PFI5-PMT DETL PFI6-PMT ~iVTS PF]7-PMT CONDS
PFIS-PROP"’SUM~4 PFIR-A~,DR LIST PF20-CFO ~iIST PF2L-PND/CANC



"BPPMTQY BIS - BUILDING - PERMITS ISSUED
END OF DATA

DATE: 07/07/98 >

APPLIC. ADDRESS: 0180 EXCHANGE HS~I PERMIT NO.:
SBL NO.: 121    390 - 0001 - 004 000 /i0000
PMT#/SFX APL DTE iSS DTE EST C’3ST STATUS/DATE

0180         EXCHANGE
0014812       00/00/00       11/22/09           259 PMT CM~ 5T PRE CONVERSION

ERECT A FRAME A~I~O HOUSE

ST
93110118

PF14-STAT LIST PFIS-PMT DETL PF!6-P~4T ~VTS PF~?-PMT CONDS
PFI8-PROP"S0-M~ PFIg-ADDR LIST PF20-CFO ~IST PF2!-PND/CANC



APPENDIX C



View of southeast portion of assessed property and quonset hut looldng north/northwest.

View of northeast portion of assessed property and quonset hut looking south/southeast.

180 & 182 Exchange Street, Rochest~, New York
1707E-98



View of assessed properW looking east/northeast.

View of quonset hut and assessed property looking north/northeast.

180 & 182 Exchange Street. Rochester, New York
1707E-98



View of damaged suspect asbestos.containing aircell pipewrap located in the quonset hut.

180 & 182 Exchange Stred, Rochester, New York
1707E-98



View of damaged suspect asbestos-containing aircell pipewrap located in the quonset hut.

180 & 182 Exchange Street. Rochezter, New York
1707E-98



View of sediment trap located in the quonset hut.

180 & 182 Exdaange S’treel, Rocl~ester, New York
1707E-98



View of northeast portion of assessed property (i.e., approximate location of filled UST), with Court
Street Dam equipment beyond (looking east).

View ofmanway located on north side of quonset hut.

180 & 182 Exchange Street, Rochester, New York

170TE-98



View of piping connected to Genesee River retaining wall.

180 & 182 Exchange Street, Rochester, New York
1707E-98


